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Introduction
This is the first annual report that North Court has produced in relation to being MTVH residents in a
shared ownership property with building safety issues. We have produced this annual report to try
and offset MTVH own glossy annual report which in its nature is upbeat regarding MTVH
performance but fails to mention the day to day reality of living in a MTVH shared ownership
property and the issues of dealing with MTVH. Sadly we now keep extensive records of all our
dealings with MTVH as they have over the years regularly failed to address our concerns.
About us
North Court consists of a mixture of 55, one and two bedroom flats, built between 2006 to 2009 by
Crest Nicholson and Laing O’Rourke. It was part of a wider town centre development of 217
apartments here in Surrey Heath with North Court being designated affordable housing. In common
with lots of other new build properties around the UK, the building had all the necessary building
regulation certificates. The freeholder is Surrey Heath Borough Council who oversaw the
development. North Court was originally owned by Thames Valley Housing which is now MTVH.
The lease was 125 years. There is currently 112 years left.
We are a fairly close knit active supportive community where the residents know each other. The
residents consist of families with both young and teenage children, single, couples and retired
residents. There is a wide mixture of % shared owners from those with 30% up to those with 100%.
The issues we have had over the years and the lack of engagement from MTVH has forced us to
present a united front on most of our issues. We haven’t dwelt on the many issues of buying or
selling a shared ownership property as the subject is far too large to touch upon here in this report
needless to say many residents feel conned into purchasing.
2021/22
This report is just 12 months in the life of residents at North Court, it’s not any worse or better than
in previous years and over the 13 years nothing has really improved. The year does have the added
problems of the building safety crisis but If the issues we have had is replicated throughout the
MTVH estate then it shows that MTVH has lost direction on the services they are supposed to
provide and the many frameworks they have supposedly signed up to. In talking with lots of other
MTVH residents and tenants across the UK we all have similar experiences to tell.
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This report touches on many areas of concern not only to
North Court residents but those in other Housing Association
owned properties, issues around maintenance, repairs, rents
and service charges, complaints, communications, resident
engagement and more importantly transparency on matters
that affect our homes. Our belief is that our home is not just
the square footage of our individual flats but the whole
building, after all we pay and are charged for everything.

I don’t think MTVH understand
how their client base has
changed, residents and tenants
are no longer characters in some
Dickensian novel grateful for the
crumbs of charity thrown our
way. We are now people who are
quite comfortable in wanting to
know how our money has been
spent. People who know they
don’t have to tolerate bad service
or attitude.

2021 saw the slow lifting of covid-19 restrictions in the UK and
the resumption of normal life, here at North Court as we
emerged from the various lockdowns we discovered that life
wasn’t going to go back to normal as the requirement for an
EWS1 to enable residents to sell now meant that those plans
we were in the process of making pre pandemic were further
put on hold while we waited for the results of the building safety inspections which started at North
Court in December 2020.
August 2021 saw the publication of a one page report showing that our building lacked essential fire
safety elements and that we were not going be given an EWS1 with any
I met my partner in
kind of rating. Potential purchasers either pulled out or the banks
2016 marrying in 2018,
refused to lend without a EWS1. The uncertainty of just how much
we put the flat on the
residents might have to pay to remediate was also a deciding factor for
market- having over 10
those who declined to buy after expressing an interest in living at North
people apply, all to be
Court. Any plans to sell are still on hold, the value has plummeted and
turned down because
residents were unable to take advantage of the stamp duty holiday on
they didn’t pass the
finance
eligibility check
buying other homes announced by the UK government which came to
(Didn’t earn enough).
an end in September 2021.
The increases in the rent has also put people off purchasing and in an
experiment in affordability, some residents would now fail the MTVH
income test to purchase their own flats.

One being a girl who
already part owned a
SO property

North Court is so far the only building known to have fire safety issues in
the development and the only one in Surrey Heath that we are aware of.
Property Managers
Because management of the building is outsourced we technically have two property managers,
each representing First Port and MTVH. Both managers have a large number of properties in a wide
geographical area under their management.
First Port visit every month, we are informed in advance should we wish to see them in person and
we have different ways of contacting them. The current manager has been with us for quite a while
and we have spent time building up a reasonable working relationship after years numerous
managers and of poor management.
The MTVH property managers seem to change every couple of years, we have only met one of them
in person and that was some years ago when we had major issues that required their involvement.
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To our knowledge MTVH property managers do not visit North Court on any regular basis, the last
visit by MTVH was in 2018. Because MTVH teams work in silos, our property manager doesn’t
always get informed about plans for North Court, they were completely unaware of the first building
inspection in December 2020 and they completely failed to mention it to First Port who after all are
responsible for the day to day maintenance of the building.
Repairs and Maintenance
MTVH manage the lease and outsource the day to day maintenance and repairs to First Port. The
maintenance of the building is in pretty good shape with First Port carrying out the annual
maintenance works expected of them . First Port of course use their own approved contractors
rather than any approved by MTVH. We do not know how MTVH measure the service to us from
First Port in terms of SLA or KPIs as this information is deemed commercially sensitive, but they have
never sought our views or opinions on the performance or value for money. We asked for copies of
minutes of any meetings between MTVH and First Port where North Court was discussed, but again
this was refused on the grounds that it was commercially sensitive.
We have never seen any cylindrical maintenance schedules for North Court and replacement of
some communal items are long overdue, the carpets are still original despite there being a 10 year
lifespan.
Given the building safety issues and future remediation works, the residents asked First Port in
August once the scale of remediation works was known, to only spend money that was deemed
essential on the building until the remediation work is finished. We have sadly noticed over the
years that many contractors are notorious at leaving more of a mess, damaging items and not
clearing up after themselves and we wish to avoid having to replace items damaged during and after
any works.
First Port are based in Luton. Many of the approved First Port contractors who carry out the repairs
and maintenance are not local to our area, the external decorating in 2018 was carried out by a
company based in Grimsby, some 203 miles away.
First Port are also responsible for any running repairs to the building and the quality of those repairs
would be, in the residents opinion, of poor quality and it is unclear how many repeat fixes and return
visits we are being charged for. We have the usual problems of security of the main doors, lift issues
and the intercom was broken for many months. Some decisions are made without any reference or
communication to the residents.
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Getting repairs done
quickly and properly is a
nightmare, especially if
they might seem
complicated, like
communal door locks,
intercoms, lifts - you
know the basic stuff that
every HA home has

We cannot say how many repairs were raised and fixed during 2021/22
as we don’t have access to a portal that lists them in any readable way.
We do not know how much each repair costs only the annual amount.
£24,000 is allocated each year for repairs within the service charge and
generally half that amount is spent. We expect that as the building
ages that this amount will increase.
The quality of fixtures and fittings inside the flats was poor from the
very beginning, windows, balcony doors and hot water tanks
frequently having to be fixed by residents at their own expense. As
MTVH stated to the first residents who moved in and lived with
multiple failures within months ‘if it’s inside your flat it’s your
responsibility’. Many of the flats have serious mould issues since
occupation but again this issue has been brushed aside by MTVH.
Given the issues with the build some of us wonder if the mould has a
deeper cause.

As the building ages many of the fixtures and fittings are now showing signs of age, wear and tear
and many residents are finding they are having to replace many items at the same time, this is also
true of the fixture and fittings in the communal areas. To our knowledge no claim has ever been
made on the various insurance or warranty periods either for inside the flats or communal areas
even for the repairs after the arson attacks in 2017/18. Is it because of too much work involved in
claiming or just laziness knowing that the resident will bear the costs
It was obvious once residents moved in that there had been no snagging review inside the flats and
the communal areas before MTVH took over the building and before the first residents moved in.
Over the years those issues have had to be fixed at residents expense as part of the repairs and
maintenance. We support the 10 year no charges for residents for repairs in new builds, having had
direct experience and given how badly constructed recent new builds are that people are now living
in.
We do not use MTVH customer services or web site to raise repairs we go direct to First Port after
being told some years ago by MTVH that they are not responsible for us. Very few residents have
access to the First Port customer web portal, despite frequent requests for access.
Overall although the service charges have risen, First Port do tend to keep this under control and we
haven’t seen the vast increases in costs that some other residents in the UK have seen, we expect
this to change in terms of insurance, energy costs for communal lights and the general inflationary
costs associated with the current cost of goods and services.
Sinking Fund
The sinking fund exists for major works, money is deposited every year and every resident
contributes, it is part of the annual service charge. In April we discovered that a large amount was
deposited in 2020 into the fund far more than usual. First Port state ‘the collection was to cover any
Building Safety works as part of the governments scheme’ whilst this is commendable forward
planning to try and protect residents from costs relating to major works, no such legislation existed
at the time. We do get the sinking fund balance as part of the First Port accounts (which technically
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we don’t get sent) and this shows that money is deposited and spent from the sinking fund. The
2021 accounts from First Port shows that more than £7k was spent from the fund and we are
currently trying to discover what this was used for.
Communication and Complaints

I think MTVH tactic is that if
they ignore our emails long
enough we will give up, the
constant chasing for
responses is exhausting

Many of the residents do try and give MTVH some leeway in
timescales for responding to us, I think we are quite generous
sometimes in understanding the workload the MTVH teams are
under, maybe that silent understanding hasn’t worked in our
favour. We raise complaints only when absolutely necessary and
we ask our MP to intervene only in exceptional circumstances,
sadly we have had to resort to more and more of this.
MTVH say they are compliant with the Housing Ombudsman
Complaint Handling Code and they have been since April 2021.

This is not North Court Residents
experience. Day to day staff are
unaware of what to do even when an email states they should
treat it as a formal complaint and should forward it to the
appropriate person. Even when emails are labelled as formal
complaint, MTVH fail to acknowledge or respond within the code
timeframe of 5 to 10 days and we find we regularly have to ask our
MP in intervene for a response, not just on complaints but on
everyday communications where MTVH fail to respond in a timely
manner to residents.
Complaints are never acknowledged and our experience of using
the MTVH complaints portal when you press send it just vanishes,
there is no return acknowledgment email back.
Housing Ombudsman Complaint Handling Code July 2020
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It’s the lies they tell I can’t
cope with, they tell me
they’ve tried ringing me but
my phone doesn’t ring, there
are no missed calls listed, I
don’t get it, why lie about
such things in this day and age
when it’s so easy to prove it
didn’t happen

You will see from our timeline that MTVH do not follow the code regarding any response times,
actually we don’t know what communication policy they follow as its always a bit hit and miss,
mainly miss.

Payment of compensation to residents can take ages to receive and again from our timeline you can
see one such payment took 6 months, it is insulting to offer compensation then make us chase for it
to be paid.
Rent and Service Charge Accounts
Residents have this year had serious concerns over the financial management of North Court by
MTVH. Since the merger in 2018 with TVHA, the sending of annual accounts to residents is one of
the things that has deteriorated.
We have had late submission of annual accounts, usually in the past sent out to us in October, the
accounts give us an early indication of service charges and any balancing charge for the following
year. The final accounts for 2019/20 were only sent to residents in February 2021, only after we
continually chased, with no reason given for the delay. The 2021/22 accounts didn’t arrive until late
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April 2022 some 6 months later than usual, and a month after the notification of 2022/23 rent and
service charge letters were sent out. After being promised and promised they were about to be sent
to us, it finally culminated in a complaint.

The 2022/23 SC and rent is
due to land anytime soon and
I am dreading it, we’ve not
had the 2020/21 accounts yet
and god knows how much the
rent will increase up by and
with the #buildingsafetycrisis
and associated costs it’s no
longer affordable housing

The 2022/23 rent and service charge and estimates contained
financial errors which needed to be amended which wasn’t
achieved until May 2022, the residents had to highlight to MTVH
the financial errors, we have yet to receive updated estimate
accounts for 2022/23 to include the missing errors.

We of course, by the fact we are outsourced get charged twice on
some services, management service fee at both MTVH and First
Port and we pay both for audit charges. The accounts we get sent
from MTVH are very basic consisting of maybe three of four lines,
they do not include the audited breakdown of First Port service
charges despite the fact that First Port do prepare these annually,
they technically are not supposed to send them direct but those
few residents with access to First Port portal get to see them and we share them to the other
residents.
MTVH financial year is April to March. First Port financial year is January to December. Matching
charges with actual costs between the straddling financial years is difficult for residents and we
would like MTVH to try and co-ordinate the financial years in a better way. The use of technology to
upload invoices paid by both MTVH and First Port would allow residents to check the expenditure
rather than having to ask MTVH for explanations which is a long and quite frankly a torturous
process.
Service charge queries quite naturally come during the months of February to May, MTVH send out
the bulk of their annual charges and fees at the same time so quite naturally the teams are very busy
trying to answer queries. With MTVH having 57000 homes to manage, this is a difficult time to get
answers from the teams regarding charges.
Rent Increases
We have seen the regular rent increases every year by RPI +0.5%
and MTVH have always raised the rent by the maximum amount.
We are concerned that the RPI in September 2022 for the year
beginning April 2023 which many experts say could be as high as
17% and will be unaffordable for many residents here at North
Court and we will be paying for the current cost of living crisis
forever. If the rent increases next year by the maximum RPI the
flats will become unaffordable and more so should any of us
wish to try and sell. We are aware that MTVH fund their
programme of new builds through consistent rent income and
they admit to doing so.
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This was my first place that I put
money into. I thought I could
staircase. When I tried the bank
turned me down for it because
even though I had savings they
said that the rent would be too
high. So much for affordable
housing.

Geeta Nanda letter to SHAC 15 August 2022

There is a very real risk that residents will continue to struggle to meet the North Court housing
costs next year and if the rent rise is beyond affordability many of us will have no choice but to
default on payments. Many North Court Residents are more than prepared to participate in the
SHAC campaign to prevent rent rises and withhold any increase.
EWS1 and the building safety crisis
Due to covid no properties were
sold during 2020 only 2
properties were sold in 2021
Before covid flats were selling
we can't even just hand the
and so far in 2022 none. Due to
without any problems, but we
keys back and walk away from
the requirement for a EWS1
have no EWS1 so no one can
all of this #buildingsafetycrisis
sell, the value of the flats has
if MTVH are so confident that
many sales fell through leaving
dropped through the floor and
#sharedownership worked
residents with the costs
many of us would now be
they could offer to buy back
associated with a failed sales.
happy to sell at a loss just to
from those affected
The length of time it has taken
get out and start again well
the government to push
away from #sharedownership
through the Building Safety Act
and give North Court residents
some clarity on who pays for
remediation and the lack of lending by the banks means we are
trapped until works commence, completed and certified to fire
safety standards. Progress on remediation continues to be slow with no sign of a plan or timeframe.
We note from MTVH own annual report that their expectation is that it will take at least a decade to
resolve many remediation issues which would mean a very bleak future for North Court Residents.

Access to the full inspection report has been refused, MTVH claim legal privilege, this fosters a
suspicion amongst residents that the contents are far worse than we are being told. We were also
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told that the document is very technical and that we may not fully understand the contents, this is
insulting to many of the residents, many who work in highly regulated technical industries and
denies us the right to seek independent advice. We have had lots of offers of help from building
and fire safety industry experts to help us navigate and understand our problems but without access
to the full report we are left in the dark.

Jan 2019 purchased 40%
£104k now worth £88k my
parents gave me money to
help me buy, all my money
is tied up in this flat

The building safety crisis has meant that
the value of the flats has dropped
leaving some residents with negative
equity with one resident estimating that
the current 40% share value that they
purchased in 2019 will leave a gap of
£16k. One resident sold to a cash buyer
in 2021 at a loss losing the deposit and
any profit.

I needed to sell quickly
and I managed to sell my
flat to a cash buyer last
year without a EWS1 but
I lost my deposit and any
profit so I am back to
square one again with
almost no hope to buy
again any time soon

In all the high level discussions with
government officials, housing
associations, developers and builders on building safety and
remediation costs there is never any mention of any compensation to residents and yet we are the
ones who have and continue to financially lose the most.
S20B
In August 2021 MTVH sent us a S20b for £158k for costs relating to the building safety. This cost
wasn’t broken down and MTVH staff were reluctant to comment at the
zoom meeting. We deduced that three intrusive inspections and MTVH
legal costs made up the amount and it only related to costs for 2020/21,
£158,303.93p that's it, just a
so more were likely to follow depending on the final contents of the
figure, no idea what it’s
been spent on or when we
Building Safety Act that was currently being discussed in Parliament.
will have to pay it. No idea
We find it odd that we were going to be charged for building safety
if this is part of the £10k
costs without being allowed to see the full report, but that’s just
contribution we are
another example where residents are expected to pay for something
expected to pay or not
without seeing what we have paid for.
We expect MTVH to formally withdraw this S20b from us.

Transparency
The building safety crisis at North Court has highlighted just how much information we are not
allowed to see about our homes or our ability to seek advice from industry professionals as the
information we are given does not give a full picture of the problems. MTVH’s use of commercially
sensitive and legally privileged to deny us access to information only highlights how little control we
have over our own homes.
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It has also highlighted just how much we have to rely on being
updated about progress by MTVH, who mostly ignore such requests
resulting on having to ask our MP to intervene on such matters. This
is a waste of the MPs and residents time and only serve to anger and
frustrate residents.

MTVH are so secretive
about everything, it’s like
getting blood from a
stone

MTVH use of technology is far behind most organisations, with most
communications arriving by 2nd class post some ten days after the
dated letter inside, the timing of such letters could be better timed to
arrive on Monday rather than late afternoon on a Friday as they
usually do leaving residents fuming about the contents over the
weekend when the MTVH offices are closed. Again the use of
technology would go some way in facilitating faster communications and help MTVH avoid having to
answer 55 individual emails all on the same subject on a Monday morning.
Here at North Court we try to nominate only one resident to communicate with MTVH on any given
subject on behalf of all of us and we share responses between us where we can.
The lack of transparency and consultation is possibly one of the many factors in the reluctance of
some residents to staircase to 100%
Involvement of Michael Gove MP
Michael Gove our MP has regularly had to intervene on our behalf with our dealings with MTVH on
various issues over the years. Asking for help from our MP is not a step the residents take lightly and
is usually done when our requests for information or emails have been ignored by MTVH for too
long. He usually asks the same questions we have asked previously. Inevitably MTVH respond to the
MP quite quickly. Michael then send us the response, MTVH never as far as we know have ever
responded back to the resident on the original query, once they have responded to Michael. North
Court feel that this involvement of our MP is a waste of everyone’s time, ours, the MP and MTVH. It
would be easier to cut out the middle person of our MP and respond to residents first time round. It
is a sad indictment that we now copy our MP into most of our communications with MTVH as we
find it saves time having to explain our problem all over again to him when we need his help.
Residents Mental Health
Finally it saddens us to report that many more residents are
reporting that they are suffering from a decline in their mental
health. Negative impacts on mental wellbeing ranged from
constantly worrying and being unable to concentrate on other
things, to anxiety, depression, and suicidal feelings.
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the experience of waking up
with a pounding heart rate
and being unable to breathe
in the middle of the night is
now a common occurrence

Fear of a dangerous fire breaking out was a very significant driver of negative mental health
outcomes for some of us. However, for most of us this was
eclipsed by the financial impact, which is seen as a more likely and
immediate danger.
They tell us it’s safe to live
here, but how can it be? If
there is a fire the building
won’t behave in halting the
fire the way it’s supposed to

The financial impact of receiving bills for remediation works or
increased rent is a significant source of stress. In many cases this
stress co-exists alongside the increase in the cost of living.
The impact of the building safety crisis on our ability to control our
own lives, plan for the future, and make choices towards securing
that future. This this particularly associated with life stage
transitions such as family planning, moving to a larger home,
retirement, and moving for work, or to facilitate caring
relationships.

The financial pressures and lack of autonomy that we are living with, not only in a shared ownership
property where costs seem to rise but also one with building safety issues is putting significant strain
on relationships within and outside the home.
For many of us, the building safety crisis and shared ownership challenges our self-perception,
foundational components of our identity, and our view of wider society and our place and value
within it.
A reassessment of the ‘affordable shared ownership’ model is long overdue before more people are
trapped in what is fast becoming unaffordable for many. This would require significant Government
funding to find an alternative.
We are frustrated with policy developments on the building safety crisis and feel that it is now
necessary for Government to lead a process to identify, assess, and remediate buildings quickly,
systematically, based on a prioritisation of risks.
In terms of the building safety crisis there is considerable desire to see relevant organisations held
accountable which currently doesn’t seem to be part of current government policy.

North Court would like to thank the following people who have supported us during the year:
Matt Hodges Long - Building Safety Register
Al Pinkerton - PPC Lib Dems for Surrey Heath
Michael Gove - MP Surrey Heath
SHAC
Shared Ownership Resources
The many building safety crisis, shared ownership and housing twitter accounts from all over the UK
- there are too many of you to mention but you know who you are.
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North Court Residents Communication Timeline 2021/22

1 APRIL 2021
First Port accounts for 2020 show that nearly £143k was allocated to the sinking fund
more than the usual £30k
First Port state ‘the collection was to cover any Building Safety works as part of the
governments scheme’
There was no consultation or communication on this extra-large deposit and as far as I
know no plans to reimburse residents this deposit which are now covered by the
Building Safety Act .
In 2020 the UK was in lockdown and many residents were either on furlough at 80% or
much less income so to deposit such a large amount when many were financially
struggling to pay bills seems excessive

12 APRIL 2021
All residents receive letters addressed to MTVH from First Port solicitor JB Leitch requesting
payment of the service charge. MTVH haven’t paid First Port since January 2020, we
estimate that the total amount owing is in the region of £ 275k+ and rising each quarter. .
MTVH tell us to ignore the letters
We formally write to MTVH/First Port/JB Leitch on the same day
We also complain to the Solicitors Regulatory Authority re JB Leitch actions
Everyone except MTVH contact us within 5 days

23 APRIL 2021
We issue a formal complaint to MTVH re the non- payment to First Port
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5 MAY 2021
We issue a 2nd formal complaint to MTVH re the non- payment to First Port as no
response or acknowledgement to the first
We ask Michael Gove to intervene

25 MAY 2021
The third intrusive building safety inspection takes place, previous inspections took place in
December 2020 and March 2021

27 MAY 2021
Michael Gove confirms that MTVH have responded to him and confirm that they have paid the
outstanding amount to First Port
North Court Residents never ever receive individual official apologies from MTVH for the unpaid
amount or for the distress of the JB Leitch letters

27 MAY 2021
Michael Gove MP intervenes with the CEO of MTVH for a formal response regarding the non –
payment of service charges to First Port
MTVH respond to Michael Gove. MTVH confirm that they have paid the outstanding amount
North Court Residents never ever receive an official apology from MTVH for the unpaid amount
or for the distress of the JB Leitch letters
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9 JUNE 2021
MTVH finally respond to the original complaint submitted 23 April 2021 about non-payment of
service charges to First Port
‘There was a large backlog of legacy TVH invoices that needed processing, and for that reason
it caused delays in processing the invoices.’

24 JUNE 2021
MTVH offer £45 compensation only to the resident who made the complaint, not possible to
pay every resident affected by the letters or for the distress and no plans to issue an apology
to all residents

3 AUGUST 2021
External decorating works in 2018 were shoddy, all balcony railings which were fine are
starting to flake, final payment was withheld, the company not happy, so they visit a number
of flats with a paint expert and First Port to see the result for themselves, it seems that they
painted over powder coated metal without any preparation, we do not yet know outcome,
balcony railings still flaking

7 AUGUST 2021
One page report summary on building safety sent to residents, full document is legally
privileged, we are not allowed to see it. No EWS1 issued due to the amount of issues found

18 AUGUST 2021
Zoom meeting with MTVH Safer Building team to discuss investigation report
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19 AUGUST 2021
We ask to see the planning documents for North Court from SHBC, after some days of
haggling we go in and view the 4000 files and SHBC email those pages we require - it took 5
hours to view them
Findings from the planning documents
Nowhere in the planning documents is safety mentioned there was however:
Concern that we might hang our washing on our balconies
Concern over dogs and the increased pressure on dog walking routes in the area
SHBC do not envisage families moving in
The roof space is an additional outside space for residents (we have been denied access to the
roof for some years due to H&S concerns, resident access to the roof is written into the lease
agreement)
No information on products used, no floor plans, very little useful information except SHBC
obsession of being paid money by Crest for other town work with the S106 money

10 SEPTEMBER 2021
MTVH send advisory note telling us the 2020/21 accounts will be late with a rough estimate
of costs not exceeding £294,298.21 which looks like it also includes the missing amount paid
to First Port already paid by residents to MTVH. Calls to MTVH querying is that they still
need to weed out the duplicate amounts and it will be possibly less than in the letter. It is
still a worry to residents. If the amount isn’t amended our monthly service charge in April
2022 would more than double.

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2021
We chase for the 2020/21 accounts each month. We are told various timeframes, next
week, in a fortnight, end of the month etc. Finally in December we are told before
Christmas. They never arrive.

DECEMBER 2021
£45 compensation offer from June 2021 complaint regarding non-payment to First Port is
finally paid to one resident after chasing MTVH twice
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18 JANUARY 2022
The developer Crest Nicholson arrive to do their own building safety investigations

20 JANUARY 2022
We chase for the 2020/21 accounts as they didn’t arrive by the end of the year. We are
now told they will be sent to us in the 2nd week of February 2022. They are now 3 months
later than expected

1 FEBRUARY 2022
Section 20b arrives in relation to MTVH building safety costs in 2020/21 £158k, there is no
breakdown of these costs
Suspicion is that this cost is what was possibly included in the earlier estimated advisory
note regarding the 2022/23 charges

8 FEBRUARY 2022
Zoom meeting with MTVH to discuss Section 20b We have never received a breakdown as
to what these costs relate to but they are for MTVH building safety costs for North Court

22 FEBRUARY 2022
We query when the 2020/21 accounts and the 2022/23 rent and service charges will
be with us. I am told that the accounts will be due shortly along with the rent and
service charges for 2022/23 We raise the question that there will be very little time to
query the service charge amount from the accounts before it falls due on 1 April we
are promised there will be time to query any errors
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7 MARCH 2022
The 2022/23 rent and service charges arrive with numerous errors, missing charges
and no balancing charge. The 2020/21 audited accounts have yet to be received
despite previous promises since October 2021.
One residents discovers that for the last 10 years they have been overcharged on the
rent by RPI+1% rather than the +0.5%. Concerns now about the time before 1 April
2022 to get this sorted

23 MARCH 2022
MTVH respond, the 2020/21 accounts will be with us by end of the week, errors will
be reviewed and new letters with the correct rent and service charge will be sent out.
The 10 year over payment of rent will be reviewed

29 MARCH 2022
Formal complaint on behalf of all residents raised regarding the 2020/21 accounts
which still haven’t been received

We have only concentrated on events during April 2021 - March 2022. Some of the issues raised
here were eventually dealt with and closed. Many are still outstanding including progress on the
building safety remediation and very little has improved since April 2022 in the way that MTVH deal
with the concerns of residents of North Court, in fact we are seriously considering producing a six
month report for April – September to show how much our relationship has deteriorated with MTVH
here at North Court.
August 2022
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